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 · Despite the thrill of meeting a Dragon Ball character, you still might be too late to this universe. The makings of Dragon Ball
are a series of short stories set in an alternate world. As an adventure thirsty girl named Bulma runs across - and nearly runs over

- a bizarre young boy named Goku, they find themselves thrust into an alternate world. The story of Dragon Ball revolves
around the adventures of a boy named Goku. The Dragon Ball Z series, the initial Dragon Ball, Dragon Ball GT and Dragon Ball
Z Kai are among the Dragon Ball anime series, and Dragon Ball Z: Revival of F'”Ryuumon, but are not part of the main story.
Most of the Japanese Dragon Ball anime episodes were broadcast on Fuji TV. Dragon Ball was created by the Japanese manga
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artist Akira Toriyama in. Akira Toriyama is the creator of the Dragon Ball franchise. Dragon Ball is set in the. The story of
Dragon Ball revolves around the adventures of a boy named Goku. Sep 17, 2018 · How do you describe Dragon Ball? It's not
just a bunch of characters who live in a fictional universe and fight giant monsters. It's an epic adventure. Dragon Ball is so

much more than a series of short stories set in an alternate world. To make a Dragon Ball epic, to have long-term, lasting value,
to bear the signatures of those who made it, it must be a complete work. Yet to someone new to the series, or someone

completely unfamiliar with the anime, or the video games, that is an intimidating proposition. There are two elements that make
up the Dragon Ball universe. There are the characters. But there's also the universe itself. Dragon Ball is set in a fictional world
with its own structure. There are several different worlds, some of which are located on separate planets. There are inhabited

planets, barren planets and planets that are barely explored. The main plot of the Dragon Ball anime and manga series is set on
planet Earth, yet most of the universe is located on other planets. There's also a vast amount of space between the universes,

making it difficult to travel between worlds and time periods in a consistent manner. To illustrate that, let's look at two canon
examples. The first is the DBZ anime, which takes place in Earth's present day. The Dragon Ball World Championship matches
are held on Earth, but the story also takes place during a time period after the World Martial Arts Tournament. At the beginning
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